
These dots and lines are 
distracting. Use capture without.
Shot will be more effective if 
using plumes not rifts, and no 
plumes exist prior to interaction.

How do
volcanoes work?

Make magma and find out.
(or just “Make some.”?)

I’m concerned the page text—in 
general—is making the video harder 
to follow. I want to remove all of it 
(except from the image/page turn 
section)

What if you
had a toy Earth?

Zoom in, and 
cross-fade to first 
3d scene.

Chaim will provide a capture.
Will be richly animating, slowly rotating.

Hold with slow/minimal motion,
give viewer a moment to take it in.
(i.e. no fast zoom out post-transition)

Do sand
dunes move? Paint the wind and see.

• The idea with my new titles, e.g. 
“Make magma and find out.” is that it 
has the same emphasis/size as existing 
questions.

• People complain that big titles are too 
fast, hard to read, and need to persist 
longer

Look inside.Make it snow.

Replacement capture:
Big moving glacier 
with ice fading out.

Touch markers are off here. Magma 
appears where user is touching.

Hold on snowing and rolling 
glacier so viewer can take it 
in and get what is 
happening. Change 
background color for 
readability? A clear touch 
marker in the sky?

What happens
underneath
glaciers?

I love this transition.

May need to hold here a bit 
longer so people can keep 
up.

UI animation again?
Let’s try it first without.

Learn through
play.

No touch markers here; 
save interaction for between 
“Discover…” and “…play”

(Also, touch markers don’t 
read here. Looks and 
sounds like explosions.)

We need touch markers to be clearly discernible, and very accurately represent 
user interaction that caused these effects.

(Keep page text here)

From the designer of 
the Spore Creature 
Creator…

A revolutionary new 
kind of book 
illustrated with 
interactive simulations

What if your Earth science
book came to life?

What if you
had a simulated
Earth?

Establish touch indicator 
convention here. Almost like a 
beacon effect. (We should 
gather reference examples).

Ken Burns effect here with 
parallax would be nice.

Also: maybe squish planet in 
response to touch a tiny bit; 
might be redundant to touch 
effect.

Variation; might not use 
this title on public version, 
just one for press, etc…

This will work better with the 
biomes really big, no text. 

Different
Biomes.

How does the Earth work?

An Earth science book that has come to life.

Zoom through cutaway 
to ease conceptual 
transition into Earth’s 
core.

Or: “A new kind of book 
illustrated with simulations.”

Shot from index scrolling 
by might be nice.

Sculpt mountains.

Tag line animates in.
Learn through play. or
A science book for playful 
people.

iPad corners look weird; why 
a highlight at each corner? 

Variation; might not use 
App Store bit in all 
versions. (e.g. before it is 
out).

Questions.

Introduction

Fast Sequence

Sculpt bedrock.

Make it rain. Replacement capture:
Intense user rain. 
(Rate turned up on 
interesting landscape.)

Let’s do these if we have enough seconds left after reworking and slowing down the other parts.

Lower a 
mountain 
range.

Replacement capture:
Doing rain shadow 
page, see desert 
bloom.

Raise the sea 
level.

Replacement capture:
Dramatic sea level 
change.

“Raise” vs. “Lower” vs. 
“Change” will depend on 
what is captured.

Bret: Raise the sea level 
lingers as global warming.

Cut for now.

Some 
combination of 
these… and 
other nice 
looking 
material.

Though I’m 
concerned the 
titles will be too 
fast. Maybe 
overlap titles 
and action in 
this part? No 
titles?

Finish with 
section of 
captures with 
no text.

Discover how Earth works.

I’m concerned this won’t make narrative 
sense. But it does look cool and need to be 
shown.

[endorsements/
quotes]

Variation we are not doing 
right now, but they would 
go here in alt. edit.

Include in some alternate, 
future revision maybe.

 
Through
play.

Skip keyhole zoom 
out?

…and cut directly 
to iPad. Might be 
more dramatic to 
do that.

I like title treatment from web 
page mock.

Play and learn.

Discover how 
Earth works.

• Possible to use starry background here, too? 
Would dovetail nicely with Spore reference.
• Push left like page turn?
• Voice over instead of text?

Experiment with Earth.

Sequence that 
pans through a 
bunch of 
paralleling 4:3 
page screenshots/
videos?

Cut for now, 
unless it makes 
narrative sense.

Sequence begins with verb, goes to first appearance of rich 
3d scene, does tool UI sequence select Raise Bedrock, and 
then mountains are created in the scene, with dramatic 
effects.

Keep page text here. That is 
kind of the point… lots of 
text, but obviously you 
aren’t supposed to read it.

Conclusion

—Keep it???—
I’d rather a clear, 
legible narrative and 
show less than trying 
to pack in the feeling 
of SO MUCH.

A new way 
to learn.

Segue from prior shot of 
landscape play to delightful 
response of kids playing 
with landscape tools.

Chaim will provide a
more dramatic
replacement capture.

Chaim will provide a capture.
Will be richly animating, slowly 
rotating.


